Haunting Photograph Inspires New
Historical Novel from Bestselling Author

KRISTINA McMORRIS

Sold on a Monday Explores
the Unintended Consequences of a Single Act

A picture is worth a thousand words, but sometimes the story behind
the picture is worth a thousand more…
In 1931, near Philadelphia, ambitious reporter Ellis Reed photographs
a pair of young siblings on a farmhouse porch, next to a heartrending sign: “2 children for Sale.”
With the help of newspaper secretary Lillian Palmer, Ellis writes an article to accompany the photo.
Capturing the hardships of American families during the Great Depression, the feature story generates
national attention and Ellis’s career skyrockets.
But the piece also leads to consequences more devastating than he and Lily ever imagined—and it will
take risking everything they value to unravel the mystery and set things right.
Inspired by an actual newspaper photo that stunned readers throughout the country, Sold on a Monday
is a powerful novel of ambition, redemption, love, and family.

“KRISTINA McMORRIS DOES WHAT FEW WRITERS CAN—
TRANSPORT ME RIGHT INTO THE MIDDLE OF THE STORY.”
—Sara Gruen, #1 New York Times bestselling author
KRISTINA McMORRIS is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author. Inspired by
true personal and historical accounts, her novels have garnered more than twenty national literary
awards and include Letters from Home, Bridge of Scarlet Leaves, The Pieces We Keep, and The
Edge of Lost, in addition to novellas in the anthologies A Winter Wonderland and Grand Central.
A frequent guest speaker and workshop presenter, McMorris holds a bachelor of science degree
in international marketing from Pepperdine. She lives with her husband and two sons in Oregon.
Visit her at kristinamcmorris.com.
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Praise for Sold on a Monday
“The sale of two young children leads to devastating consequences in this historical
tearjerker from McMorris... A tender love story enriches a complex plot, giving readers
a story with grit, substance, and rich historical detail.”

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
“A vivid and original story… McMorris brilliantly chronicles the way in which a moment’s fateful choice
can result in a lifetime of harrowing consequences. A masterpiece that poignantly echoes
universal themes of loss and redemption, Sold on a Monday is both heartfelt and heartbreaking.”

—PAM JENOFF, New York Times bestselling author of The Orphan’s Tale
“McMorris shines in this poignant and compulsively readable novel…
Based upon a haunting historical photograph, and told with finesse and compassion,
this story will linger long after the pages have all been turned.”

—STEPHANIE DRAY, New York Times bestselling author of America’s First Daughter
“Kristina McMorris once again plucks a devastating heartstring… A real-life photograph stands as
evidence to the heart of this novel: truth revealed, forgiveness found, and a story never to be forgotten.”

—SARAH McCOY, New York Times bestselling author of The Baker’s Daughter

More praise for the novels of Kristina McMorris
“An absorbing tale of deceit and self-deception, survival and second chances,
the ties that bind and the lure of the unknown.”

—CHRISTINA BAKER KLINE, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Orphan Train
“An expertly woven and richly satisfying work of historical fiction that will touch any reader
who has experienced love, loss, tragedy, or the impact of family secrets.”

—BOSTON GLOBE
“[McMorris] creates a believeable world...all while perfectly capturing the flavor of the period.
A sweeping yet intimate novel that will please both romantics and lovers of American history.”

—KIRKUS REVIEWS
“An absolutely lovely debut novel filled with endearing characters and lively descriptions.
Fans of World War II romantic fiction will definitely enjoy this fast-paced story.”

—KRISTIN HANNAH, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Nightingale
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“Kristina McMorris evokes such a strong sense of place in her writing that to open her books feels less like
reading and more like traveling. Her absorbing new novel...is a transporting piece of historical fiction.”

—BOOKPAGE
“McMorris’s second novel…gracefully blossoms through swift prose and rich characters. This gripping story
about two ‘brothers’ in arms and a young woman caught in between them hits all the right chords.”

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
“The story will grab your heart on page one and won’t let go until the end—and if you’re
like me, not even then. I absolutely love this book, and so will you.”

—SARA GRUEN, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Water for Elephants
“Beautifully written with mesmerizing details, this is one of those books that sticks with a reader.
Extensively researched and the historical images are incredibly accurate…an absolute must-have.”

—VOYA MAGAZINE
“McMorris manages to pack this book with all the messiness and nuances of a life. Her vivid
descriptions and use of language make you feel like the ‘fly on the wall’…
I heartily recommend embarking on this journey.”

—DAILY HERALD
“This poignant novel digs deep into the emotional and physical effects of war and is well written
and well researched. The heart-tugging scenes...serve to highlight the harsh realities
of both war and human nature.”

—NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS
“A beautifully told story about a young man’s journey through adversity and loss with an
exhilarating ending that I couldn’t put down and stayed up well past my bedtime to finish.”

—CHARLES BELFOURE, New York Times bestselling author of The Paris Architect
“McMorris creates a mesmerizing story that will linger with the reader long after the final chapter is
finished...the novel will evoke many thoughts, emotions, and, for some, memories.”

—TIMES RECORD NEWS
“Rich in historical detail, peopled with well-developed characters,
and spiced with tension and drama...a novel to savor, and then to share with a friend.”

—HISTORICAL NOVELS REVIEW
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Talking Points for KRISTINA McMORRIS
Related to Sold on a Monday

TRUE-STORY INSPIRATIONS
• A heartrending newspaper photo of a Chicago mother offering her four young children for sale in 1948
initially inspired the novel.
• Research led to the discovery of a stunning claim by relatives of the photographed family, sparking the
premise of the book.
• Unique to the time, the story’s male protagonist works as a Society writer, similar to the Toronto Star’s
Gordon Sinclair, who used brazen tactics to purposely lose his position as the “woman’s page” editor.
RELEVANCE TO CURRENT-DAY ISSUES
• The story bears parallels of economic hardships today, specifically the tragic wave of abandoned
children (e.g., overflowing orphanages in Venezuela).
• Included are perspectives on truth in journalism through time, along with the detriment of snap
judgments by the public based on sound-bite news.
• The evolution and continued struggles of women and/or mothers in the workforce are explored
throughout the novel, including the mixed opinions over those choices.
AUTHOR’S PERSONAL CONNECTIONS TO THE STORY
• Beginning at age nine, Kristina hosted an ABC-affiliated, Emmy® Award–winning weekly TV show,
spending much of her childhood in a newsroom, an experience upon which she drew for the book’s
newsroom settings and characters.
• During her college years, she worked as a news intern at that same station and, as an adult, wrote
articles for various newspapers and magazines.
• She began writing about the 1930s and ’40s after discovering a collection of her grandparents’ WWII
courtship letters, which ultimately inspired her debut novel, Letters from Home.
INTERESTING PROHIBITION-ERA FACTS WOVEN INTO THE BOOK
• Following negative press over a slew of alleged murders, Al Capone created soup kitchens to help
improve his public image.
• An article in a prominent newspaper actually covered a séance held by a rumrunner’s widow hoping to
identify her husband’s murderer.
• A large front-page story once featured an in-depth yet fictional description of a mythical floating
speakeasy known as the Flying Dutchman, abruptly ending the reporter’s promising career.
• The slaying of notorious bootlegger Mickey Duffy (“Prohibition’s Mr. Big”) drew thousands of curious
onlookers to his funeral, where a police line was required to bar those without a special pass.

Dear Reader:
For the characters in this story, their journey started
with a picture—and the same can aptly be said of my
endeavor to write this book. When I first stumbled
upon an old newspaper photo of four young siblings
on the steps of an apartment building in Chicago, their
mother shielding her face from the camera, the sign in
the foreground stunned me.
The photograph, which first appeared in The VidetteMessenger in 1948, troubled me so much that I
bookmarked the page on my computer. (One of many
odd compulsions that differentiate historical fiction
writers from normal people.) As a mom myself, I kept
wondering what could have possibly pushed a parent to that point. In the direst of times, I could
fathom perhaps having to give up my children for the sake of their well-being. But why on earth
ask for money in return?
My mind spun with scenarios, ranging from coldhearted to compassionate, with many landing
somewhere in between. On a search for the truth, I delved into research and discovered a
follow-up article about the siblings who had once been the children in that haunting picture.
A stunning claim by family members prompted me to examine the image more closely.
From the altered perspective I gained, the premise of Sold on a Monday emerged, rooted in
an unexpected what-if: Specifically, what if a reporter’s seemingly harmless choice while
photographing a family in need led to unintended consequences for everyone involved?
Given the importance of such current topics as truth in journalism and the snap judgments
or misconceptions too easily formed by society, I hope you’ll especially enjoy my latest novel,
Sold on a Monday.
Warm wishes,

